Summary: Given a set of extant haplotypes IRiS first detects high confidence recombination events in their shared genealogy. Next using the local sequence topology defined by each detected event, it integrates these recombinations into an ancestral recombination graph. While the current system has been calibrated for human population data, it is easily extendible to other species as well. Availability: IRiS (Identification of Recombinations in Sequences) binary files are available for non-commercial use in both Linux and Microsoft Windows, 32 and 64 bit environments from
INTRODUCTION
Genetic recombination is a key evolutionary force shaping the sequence variability of the recombining genome. Yet individual recombination events have played a limited role in studies on phylogenetics and population characteristics. Recombinational analysis generally relies on estimated population recombination rates which are statistical averages among individuals from the same population over many generations (Li and Stephens, 2003; McVean et al., 2004) . In vitro sperm typing experiments define individual recombination events (Jeffreys et al., 2005) and so do familial datasets of related individuals across generations. However these analysis are restricted in time depth, both by the human generation time and the family sizes. The inherent difficulty in identifying past recombinations shared among unrelated individuals lies in the palimpsestic nature of the recombining genome. Over successive generations recombinations conjoin potentially divergent sequences, often overwriting the traces of older events, making the task of reconstructing the true recombining genealogy almost impossible. Even under simplifying assumptions, such as the Wright Fisher population model and the parsimony principle, the problem of reconstructing the ancestral recombination graph (ARG) from the haplotypes has been shown to be NP complete (Wang et al., 2001) . Thus attempts to solve the reconstruction problem exactly do not scale beyond a few sequences (Song and Hein, 2005) .
IRiS (Identification of Recombinations in Sequences) is a suite of programs to study the recombinational variations in populations. It constructs the ARG from the haplotype data in two phases. In * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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the first phase it detects the recombinations and only the ones with high confidence are used in the next phase. In the second phase these recombinations, along with local topology information, are reconciled into an ARG network.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that an ARG network is being constructed at a genomic scale for hundreds of samples. The ARG is not fully resolved, due to the difficulties discussed above, hence we call it a subARG.
APPROACH
The input to IRiS is n sample haplotypes, say H. The output is a directed network G where each sample is on a leaf node of G. The network has two types of nodes: recombination nodes and coalescent nodes. Also, IRiS assigns an estimated age to each internal node of G. We also suggest that a 'distance' estimate between two haplotypes, or nodes, be assigned the age of the most recent common ancestor of the two on G.
Phase 1: detecting recombination events
IRiS uses a model-based approach to detecting recombinations in H. The underlying combinatorial algorithm, called dominant, subdominant or recombinant (DSR), uses the parsimony principle; hence attempts to minimize the number of recombinations required to explain the data. This is done by iteratively classifying sets of lineages as DSR. The interested reader is directed to (Parida et al., 2008) for details. The greedy DSR algorithm runs in polynomial time and guarantees the number of estimated recombinations to be within (H), a well-behaved function of H, of the optimal (Parida et al., 2009) .
However, in practice, many factors such as multiple co-located recombination events, back-mutation events, data and phasing errors and such others play confounding roles. Hence, we estimate the accuracy of the reconstructed events in very general settings through simulations. In particular, we have used the software COSI (Schaffner et al., 2005) : the technical details, along with the performance evaluation under different parameter regimes, are described in (Mele et al., 2010) . Thus the DSR algorithm has been calibrated for human population data and the optimal parameter combination, consolidating results from multiple runs of DSR, yields a false discovery rate of 5.8%, sensitivity 21% and the median distance between the inferred and true breakpoint position is 1.6 SNPs. The optimal parameters are the default settings of Phase 1 on the IRiS website. These error-rates may not be directly applicable to other species and it is best to estimate these values as done in (Mele et al., 2010) . The additional topology information for each recombination event is obtained as follows. Note that each detected recombination is defined by a breakpoint location and a set of extant samples which are descendants of the recombination node. Furthermore, often subsequences surrounding the breakpoint bear evidence of the pair of ancestral haplotypes conjoining at the recombination. These donor haplotypes are ancestral to the recombination event and the extant samples bearing them share a common lineage either upstream or downstream of the breakpoint. Thus each recombination defines a trichotomy of related extant samples: those bearing the recombination junction, and the two sets of descendants sharing parentage one either side of the breakpoint. This information is captured as a recomatrix for the next phase.
Phase 2: reconstructing the subARG
In the second phase the local topologies defined by individual recombinations are reconciled to construct the partial ARG. The term partial indicates that the complete genealogy, among all the samples, may not be defined for every segment. Thus the subARG comprises of only a subset of the true ARG nodes and edges, i.e. only the nodes and edges that can be ascertained with high confidence. See Figure 1 for an example of a reconstructed ARG juxtaposed to the true ARG.
The depth, in generations, of an allele correlates with the frequency of its extant descendants. IRiS uses the following age estimate to approximate the time depth of the nodes (Kimura and Ohta, 1969) . Let E(v) be the age estimate of node v, then
where p is fraction of samples reachable from v. The reconstructed subARG is validated in extensive coalescent simulations using COSI. In each simulation, every subARG node is mapped to a node in the true ARG based on the genomic segment borne by it, and the set of extant descendants reachable from it within this segment.
On an average, the reconstructed subARGs exhibited 92% precision and 81% recall; 17% of the non-leaf true ARG nodes are recovered in each subARG (A.Javed et al., submitted for publication).
PERFORMANCE
The running time and memory requirements for IRiS are summarized in Table 1 . For these computations we use phased data from the HapMap project (HapMap, 2003) . For each experiment a subset of samples and a contiguous set of markers were randomly chosen. Each row of the table indicates the average computed over 20 independent experiments. Notice that in most cases IRiS takes only minutes to complete both the phases. The experiments were performed on a commodity desktop with Intel i7-920 processor and 6GB of total RAM.
CONCLUSION
We present a software suite to study genetic recombination. While most currently available software systems estimate only the recombination rate, we undertake the orthogonal task of identifying individual events and reconstructing the ARG network. The system is currently calibrated for human population data based on realistic coalescent (COSI) simulations. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that an ARG network has been constructed at a genomic A.Javed et al. Chr denotes the number of chromosome samples.
scale for hundreds of samples. We believe that IRiS is an invaluable tool to comprehensively understand the dynamics of recombining genomes.
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